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Kick-Knack-Paddy-Quack:
Isaiah’s Adventures in Candyland

O

nce there was a world covered
in clouds of ice cream and
fire, making it constantly rain
ice cream. In the air, french fries,
hot cheetos, millions of dollars,
hover boards, Takis, iPhone X’s, and
glowing butterflies floated around.
The air was made of pickle juice
and each night smelled of baked
goods.
The ground was made of glass
with lava underneath, so that if you
broke the glass, you’d fall right in.
Growing candy skyscrapers dotted
the landscape surrounded by cotton
candy trees. From the huge brownie
mountains flowed hot chocolate and
juice rivers and lakes (not tomato
juice), chocolate fountains, and

strawberry-nacho cheese waterfalls.
Takis would also sometimes rain
down, landing in the nacho cheese
waterfalls to make a spicy treat.
Monkeys would jump out
of cupcakes shouting, “Surprise
monkey cupcake!” Hybrid flat iron/
iPhone birds flew through the sky
and penguin crackers walked along
the ground. They all had retractable
wings.
On this planet there were big
wishing trees with white branches,
gold leaves, and black bark that
could grant limited wishes.
Magic carpets and flying
juice boxes lay at the ready for
easy transportation. There were
bicycles built specifically to cross

the applesauce ocean and dodge the
candy sharks that lived beneath the
waves.
Isaiah was a giant gingerbread
hero. Isaiah, however, was not
always big, but instead started
small and continued to get bigger
and bigger. Isaiah had a six-pack
tummy, swag to the extreme, and
a lambo. Isaiah could fly, turn
invisible, and strived to save the
world.
The hero’s best friend and
sidekick’s name was Mega-robingenie. Mega-robin-genie could
split into two people (a boy and a
girl). The boy was super buff with
a mullet and the girl was blonde.
Mega-robin-genie had a human top
but ghost feet and had iron fists,
x-ray vision, and a golden body.
Captain Quack was half horse/
half duck and was big and flashy,

wearing a gold leapord suit. Captain
Quack lived underground in a
pudding cave with a big pool inside
to “horse around in.” Their only
weakness was cotton candy and,
while not a bad guy, wanted to get
rid of all the candy on the planet.
Captain Quack’s sidekick’s
name was Evil Kick (The PRETTIEST
VILLIAN IN THE WORLD). Evil
Kick looked like a knick-knackpaddy-wack and lived in the wishtree forest. Evil Kick could turn
invisible, start fires with her mind,
and could safely touch lava. Evil
Kick was abandoned by her family
and only wanted wishes from the
magic wish tree.
One day, Isaiah and Megarobin-genie were driving around
in Isaiah’s lambo when they saw
Captain Quack and Evil Kick in the
forest ...

